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The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of daily writing
in a kindergarten classroom on the reading readiness of those students. Two
classrooms of kindergarten students were used in this study for the first four
months of school. One classroom wrote everyday in their journal, while the
second classroom wrote one to two times a week in their journals. The
students in this study belonged to a full-day kindergarten program.
My study is based on the premise that young children, starting in
kindergarten, should be writing everyday. It's an incredibly difficult journey
for a child to make the leap from thoughts and drawings to comprehensive
writing, but it is one of the most worthwhile and empowering journeys of their
lifetime. Grasping concepts of print, identifying letters, and recognizing
sounds are the beginning steps of the writing process. My job as a
kindergarten teacher is to aide each of my students on this journey.
By the end of this study, students in the classroom that wrote everyday
could identifY more letters and recognize more sounds than the classroom that
wrote one to two times a week. Writing became a time where individuals
expressed their thoughts and emotions on paper. Collaboration and creativity
were encouraged as well. Writing time created excited, eager young writers.
Keywords: daily writing, kindergarten. reading readiness, journal writing,
modeled writing.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Background

Kindergarten is a year of emotional, social and academic growth. To
witness this development truly makes teachers appreciate their rewarding job.
As a kindergarten teacher for the past four years, I have watched my students
on their path to become proficient readers and writers. I have followed state
curriculum and standards, while also incorporating my own lessons to
improve both reading and writing among each and every one of my students.
At the start of my second year of teaching kindergarten, I began
teaching at a charter school that was founded three years earlier. I observed
that writing did not have a very strong emphasis in the primary grades. The
school did not have a writing curriculum for kindergarten through third grade
and many of the teachers expressed that they were not fully prepared to teach
writing. Due to the confidence our administration has in each teacher's
abilities, we have the freedom to create our own daily schedule and include
our own teaching techniques. This flexibility enabled me to incorporate
writing into my kindergarten class' daily schedule. Young children should not
only read every day, but they should write every day as well. As empirical
studies have proven, reading and writing are interrelated. Each process
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supports the growth of the other, especially as children are learning to read
and write.

rcurrently work at a school in Southern California that has two classes
per grade in a kindergarten through eighth grade configuration. My classroom
integrates journal writing into our routine every day, while the other
kindergarten classroom participates in journal writing one to two times a
week. After speaking with the first grade teachers who have taught students
from both of our kindergarten classes, they have noticed a difference in
reading levels, concepts of print knowledge, and penmanship from our former
students. For that reason, I thought it important to take a closer look at the
relationship between journal writing and reading readiness. Does writing in a
journal every day, as opposed to one or two times a week, impact a
kindergarten student's reading readiness? Will students better understand
concepts of print, identify letters, and recognize letter sounds earlier in the
school year if they are required to write daily? Will students develop a love
for writing if it is routinely required and practiced in the classroom?
Over the course of my student teaching, one of my master teachers
told me "no matter what. let them write every day_

tt

This saying was, and

always will be, a part of my teaching philosophy_ By observing children,
teachers see that at a young age they 'write' and communicate through
drawing pictures and begin to represent letters and sounds as they visualize
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and explain their drawings .. These pictures, which I consider to be prewriting,
are used as a writing tool. The majority of kindergarten students do not start
school knowing how to write words. Drawings or 'making marks' are more
commonly used. This is their form of writing and communicating at the
beginning writing stage. "Drawing is one of the many languages children use
to 'talk' about their world, both to themselves and to others" (Dyson, 1993,
Gallas, 1994, Kress, 1997, Pahl, 1999, Lindqvist, 2001). Kindergarten
students love to draw and create. This leads to writing. Students see their
marks as drawings, while teachers recognize it as the beginning of their
writing journey.
Journal writing can be incorporated many ways in the classroom. This
study focused on journal writing in two kindergarten classrooms to examine
the impact of daily writing versus writing one or two times a week has on the
reading readiness of those students. Two kindergarten classrooms were used
for this study; 10 students from each. Five girls and five boys were randomly
selected from each class, with a total of 10 girls and 10 boys as participants in
this study. My classroom, Classroom A, made daily journal entries with
verbal prompts starting from the first day of school. The other kindergarten
classroom, Classroom B, wrote in their journals one to two days a week
beginning in the first week of school, using verbal prompts as well.
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Students were given letter identification and letter-sound recognition
assessments before and after the study. Journal entries were reviewed at
standard intervals to observe writing samples and to view each student's
understanding of the written language. Data was collected through
teacher/student interviews; teacher observations; and pre- and post measures
of literacy achievement in letter and sound identification, writing, and reading.
Statement of the Problem

This study explored daily journal writing in a kindergarten classroom
and its impact on the reading readiness of those students. The duration of the
study consisted of the first semester of a school year, August 2010 to
December 2010. In Classroom A, journal writing began the first day of
school and continued daily until winter break. The expected result was that
students would grasp the idea of writing and reading and would start to read
using their reading readiness skills. I wanted to explore what significance, if
any, daily writing had on a kindergarten student's reading readiness and if
daily writing contributed to their comprehension of letter names, letter sounds,
and concepts of print earlier in the school year. Data was collected on letter
identification; letter-sound recognition; building words and making sense of
words by combining letters (inventive spelling), and ultimately stringing
words together to create coherent sentences.
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Significance of Study
Kindergarten is the first year of school for most children in California.
Students are taught to read and write through reading instruction, a variety of
reading strategies and daily practice. I teach a full-day kindergarten class and
have a full-time assistant. Both of these factors attribute to my students'
reading and writing success every year. I believe that students, at all ages and
for any subject, should be writing.
In this study, I sought to fmd a correlation between daily writing and
an increase in reading readiness. Will students who write every day retain
letter names, letter sounds and concepts of print earlier in a school year than
students who write one or two times a week? This research explored the
impact daily journal writing had regarding an earlier development of reading
readiness ability. Reading readiness does not only encompass a student's
comprehension of a text, but also their ability to identify letter names and
recognize sounds, comprehend concepts of print, know that letters form
words, and understand that sentences consist of words.

Summary
Not only are the first few years of a child's education crucial for
academic growth, it is also important to instill in them a love of learning.
Writing is a constant that will be woven throughout the fabric of their
education. If we encourage students to write and help them enjoy writing at a
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young age, they may continue to write when they are older. Ideally, this will
lead to better reading comprehension, writing skills, test scores, and turn
students into lifelong learners. This study explored the relationship between
journal writing among kindergarten students and the impact it has on their
reading readiness ability. Data analysis will look for a correlation between
writing every day and an earlier development of reading readiness. It's an
incredibly difficult journey for a child to make the leap from thoughts and
drawings to comprehensive writing, but it is one of the most worthwhile and
empowering journeys of their lifetime.

Research Question and Sub Questions
This study will look at the following questions in regard to how daily
journal writing versus writing in a journal one or two times a week impact
students' reading readiness ability, overall performance, and writing in a
kindergarten classroom:
•

Does writing in a journal every day, as opposed to once or twice a
week, impact a kindergarten student's reading readiness?

•

Will students better understand concepts of prints, identify letters,
recognize letter-sounds, and begin to read earlier in the year if they are
required to write daily?

•

How does daily classroom writing practice affect student writing
mastery and confidence? Will they develop a love for writing?
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This study will look at writing in two full-day kindergarten classrooms
and how the consistency of writing in each classroom impacts a student's
reading readiness ability and attitude toward writing.
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Chapter Two
Review of Literature
Introduction
This study explored two full-day kindergarten classrooms and the
correlation of journal writing and the reading readiness of those students. One
kindergarten class participated in daily journal writing, while the other class
wrote in their journal one or two times a week. According to California state
standards, kindergarten students are required to begin reading and writing by
the end of their kindergarten year. Teachers work hard to assist every one of
their students in this process, while also incorporating state standards,
additional academic needs of a particular child, and administrator's demands.
This study focused on journal writing in a kindergarten classroom to
determine if students who write in a journal daily obtain reading readiness
skills required for reading faster than kindergarten students who write once or
twice a week in a journal. Will students retain concepts of print, such as letter
identification and letter-sound knowledge, earlier in the school year through
daily journal writing? Are daily journal entries beneficial to students
preparing to read?
One kindergarten classroom, Classroom A, began writing in their
journal daily on the first day of school and continued each day of the semester
from August 2010 through December 2010. The other kindergarten
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classroom, Classroom B, began writing in their journal one to two times a
week during the first week of school and continued with this frequency for the
semester. Both classrooms of students were required to write about the verbal
prompt of the day.
When and how young children should be taught to read and write has
always been a popular discussion with a variety of influences. This chapter
will review literature on reading readiness, emergent literacy, and invented
spelling.
Reading Readiness
Reading readiness is the capacity to fully understand text, identify
letters and words, recognize letter sounds, and comprehend concepts of print.
Students who are ready to read must distinguish between letter names, letter
sounds, words, and sentences. At the early age of four or five, students are
placed in a classroom setting where learning and communicating are
coristantly taking place. The daily repetition of classroom curriculum,
expectations, rules, procedures, and a consistent schedule help to prepare
students for their education and to become an integral component of their
learning milieu.
Research suggests that the literacy development of children begins
before formal schooling (Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1982). Children
communicate with their parents and siblings before they enter school.
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Environmental print, adult reading, and daily communication are factors in a
child's development of speech and sound. The literacy development of young
students is influenced by the quantity and quality of literacy-related
experiences in the home environment (Durkin, 1966). According to First 5
California, the organization which oversees and supports the funding of
education, health and child care programs for children ages zero to five years
old and their families, studies have shown that children who are read to within
the first five years of their lives become better readers and understand text
meaning at a faster rate than children who did not have that experience (First 5
California, 1998).
Teachers know that every child has had many life experiences that
already influence them when they reach kindergarten. These experiences
could be the happiest of their lives, while others could be damaging to their
character. Each child who walks into a classroom deserves a clean slate. He
or she is worthy of no judgments, favoritism, or sympathy. The child is
placed in a classroom to be taught and nurtured into becoming a good citizen,
and a lifelong learner. Each child requires a different amount of time and
teaching strategies to satisfy his or her need to gain mastery of a skill.
Children of all ages enter school with a variety of experiences. These
experiences are sources of strength for children and the basis for building a
sense of academic competence. Harnessing these experiences and building
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upon them are good stepping-stones when creating a relationship with
students (Fromberg, 1987). Teachers help build upon background
experiences, helping the child to feel confident as a learner. Students who feel
confident in their environment are more likely to take risks. This risk taking
increases a student's level of writing. Taking these risks in usage of lettersound knowledge will in turn increase their reading readiness ability.
Although kindergarten isn't mandatory in the state of California,
research has shown it is a fundamental learning year. Past studies have shown
that children are not developmentally ready to read until they reach the mental
age of6.6 years (Morphet & Washburn, 1931). Since the 1940s, reading and
writing instruction has been postponed until first grade. Kindergarten was not
geared toward literacy. The kindergarten year was to serve the purpose of
socialization and oral language development. Students were expected to
interact with other students through "play" time inside and outside the
classroom, through classroom instruction, and through center activities. The
testing movements of the 1930s and 1940s had further introduced reading
readiness practices in kindergarten and the importance of being ready to read
in first grade.
Since the middle of the 19th century, kindergartens have existed.
Founded in Germany, the kindergarten school year has changed as society and
the view of children have changed (Nielsen & Monson, 2001). Since the
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foundation of kindergarten, this year has been viewed as a time for children to
leave their household and adapt to a social setting of peers and a teacher. Up
to this point, curriculum had not been developed for this school year, and
music, art, and playtime were the initial areas of emphasis.
Only in recent years has kindergarten been viewed as an elementary
grade, which has sparked educators to develop academic curriculum for this
age group (Spodek, 1988). While both half-day and full-day kindergarten
classrooms are present allover the world, full-day kindergarten is considered
an extended school day. Since full-day kindergarten has been in effect,
teachers have had more hours of opportunity each day to include a multitude
of lessons that provide a rich learning environment. Additionally, more pullout time is allotted for full-day programs, which allows the teacher to work
with small groups or one-on-one with individual students. With a consistent
schedule, even five year olds can attend and focus in a full-day kindergarten
class. Reading and writing are both introduced and taught to our kindergarten
students. Through writing, students are introduced to, and become aware of
the rules of the English language.
Young children come into the classroom already having been
introduced to an array of environmental print. Chall (1996) explored the idea
that knowledge about print is the foundation of children's reading and writing
skills. Television, buildings, literature, and street signs are the introduction to
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environmental print. The literacy-rich environment of a kindergarten
classroom includes a word wall, posters, lists of children's names, sight
words, books of different levels and interests, item labels, and journal entries
and writing samples on display. As a savvy advertising industry has learner,
the majority of students, in any given classroom, know how to identify and
even say McDonald's. McDonald's is known for their big arched-shaped,
golden color M. Students, when driving by or visiting this fast food restaurant
chain, automatically say "McDonald's!" and recognize the McDonald's logo
signifying a place to eat. Children's ability to recognize print, independent of
its logo context, develops later than knowledge about print functions
(Goodman, 1986).
The reading readiness view of literacy learning suggests that the true
role of the kindergarten year is to provide the child with sequenced lessons in
what at the time was identified as the primary prerequisite to success in
reading instruction: alphabet and sound/symbol recognition (Nielsen &
Monson, 2001). Kindergarten students today are taught alphabet
identification and sound recognition. Putting sounds together creates words
and making sense of words is reading.
Emergent Literacy

Clay (2005) demonstrated that very young children write with
intention and confidence; they expect that others will be able to read the
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marks that they make on paper. Emergent writers 'make marks' or scribble
their early compositions with communicative intent, understanding that
writing carries a message. "As children gain more awareness of the
alphabetic system and rules that govern print, they begin to conform to writing
conventions and incorporate literacy regularities into their invented spellings
and texts" (Wohlwend, 2008, p. 43).
Early childhood educators continually look to innovate to fmd the best
way to teach and use writing in the classroom. Educators are required to keep
up with current state standards and administrator's demands. Students have
the capability to acquire a large amount of information in their first year of
school. At the young age of four and five, kindergarten students are eager to
learn, excited to share their creations, and are virtually "sponges". As
sponges, they soak up and retain an abundance of information on a daily basis
and are enthusiastic to act out or create what they have learned. Their minds
are eager to begin the lifelong journey of education.
Culham (1995) calls attention to the importance of writing in a
classroom setting. She emphasizes that writing in the early years is a natural
gateway to literacy. When our students observe themselves as writers, we
must recognize it and create opportunities for them to become established,
experienced and confident writers.
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Effort and spirit playa huge part in kindergarten writing ability.
Generally, there is no letter grading system in kindergarten. Students are
starting to develop concepts of reading and writing during kindergarten.
Students at this age level, primary writers, as we will call them, are hungry to
communicate. Primary writers are filled with vocabulary. It is evident in
their speaking. Yet the journey from brain, down the arm, to the wrist, and
onto the paper will be the longest journey that any student will have to take.
One important aspect of kindergarten writing is for parents and
teachers to be cognizant that this is most likely a child's first year in school.
For this reason, students tell their stories through drawing pictures, scribbling,
and writing letters. This is known as "kid writing" (Fletcher & Portalupi,
2001, p.lO). Students' stories are created and shared through their drawings.
"Many kids find drawing to be a safe way to create symbolic representations
of what they want to say, what stories they want to tell". (Fletcher &
Portalupi, 2001, p. 25). If students can successfully explain what is happening
in the picture, they are writing.
Research has shown that "kindergartners are capable of writing, at
different levels, their own stories". (Hipple, 1985, p. 13). Hipple also looks at
journal writing through process writing. Hipple describes beginning writers
as students who start out writing with scribbles and drawings. Once students
start to grasp the concept of letters and sounds, they slowly transfer them onto
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paper. All of the graphics that students make are labeled and accepted as
writing in Hipple's study.
Drawings are an excellent "pre-write" for young students. At the
kindergarten level, pre-writing occurs when students think of what they want
to write about, sometimes drawing a picture of what they are thinking, then
tell it to a teacher to write out, or write it on their own if they are ready for that
step in the writing process. Allowing freedom with writing and drawing
encourages students to take risks. Culham states, "although their pages may
appear to be filled with nothing but scribbles, we must remember that they are
writing" (Culham, 2005, p. 9). Encouragement is essential at this young age.
Rewarding children for their early attempts at communication in writing
quickly teaches them that writing is a worthwhile skill to approach with
enthusiasm, energy, and risk-taking.
Writing in the classroom consists of modeled writing, shared writing,
interactive writing, and independent writing. All four types of writing are
crucial to any classroom setting, with all age groups and subjects. Modeled
writing is heavily demonstrated at the beginning of the kindergarten school
year and continues to the last day of school. Students view the teacher as an
expert writer. Behymer (2003) shared her kindergarten writing workshop
which she based on the book Kid Writing: A Systematic Approach to Phonics,
Journals, and Writing Workshop (Feldgus & Cardonick, 1999). Behymer
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addressed the processes, procedures and challenges for implementing writing
workshop in the kindergarten classroom. Behymer wrote, "When you are
conducting writing workshop, you are also working on reading skills".
(Behymer, 2003, p. 88). According to Butler and Turbil (1987) we can read
without ever having written, but we cannot write without ever having read.
Reading and writing are interrelated and are both acts of composition. In
order for writing to make sense, re-reading is critical. Reading is a
requirement for writing meaningful text. Reading literature as a model for
writing is also crucial.
Graves (1983) advocates that students need regular time to write;
children who write sporadically will never have the chance to fmd their stride
as writers. A wide variety of vocabulary is evident when communicating with
young children. Through reading on a daily basis, children learn that the
words they read are the same ones they use in their own speech and writing.
This connection of reading and writing can open the door to a confidence in
writing and a vivid imagination as a writer.
Interactive writing is an excellent tool for teachers to use for modeling
writing for young students. Teachers and students both participate in
interactive writing via brainstorming and writing sentences about one topic
together, on chart paper, chalk board or white board. Interactive writing
provides a powerful demonstration to model the writing process. Young
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children make progress in their own writing and discover the aspects of the
writing process through interactive writing (McCarrier, Pinnell, & Fountas,
2000).
Invented Spelling

When students write on their own, they are given the freedom to create
their own ideas and to start mastering the English language. Students use
invented spelling as their first form of spelling. For example, the word cat
when separated into sounds is c-a-t. A child may spell it as kat. This is
invented spelling. A beginning writer is thinking more actively about lettersound relations. As children engage in writing, they are grouping sounds
together to spell words. Clarke (1998) found that students benefited from
using invented spelling compared to having the teacher provide correct
spelling in writing. When students wrote their own words and could read it
back to the teacher, the students retained the spelling of a word faster than if
they were told what to write by a teacher. Writing is a form of expression.
Graves (1983) found that allowing children the opportunity to write and
express themselves on paper, without feeling too constrained to use correct
spelling and proper handwriting, helps children to understand that writing has
real purpose. Invented spelling is a crucial step in the development of early
writing skills.
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Kindergarten students can write for meaning. Journal writing looks
different in every kindergarten classroom. While some teachers have students
write in journals as a whole group at individual desks, other classrooms
participate in journal writing in small groups, one-on-one conferencing with
the teacher, or at the writing center during center time. Some kindergarten
classrooms have a shared journal in a particular section of the room where
every student is allowed to "share the pen" or write whatever they would like.
Students can interact through written words using this type of journal, while
some teachers participate and share the pen between teacher and students.
Students can write to each other, to the teacher, draw pictures, or simply write
their thoughts in the shared journal.
A journal that involves communication between student and teacher is
called a dialogue journal. Hannon (1999) discusses the importance of
kindergarten dialogue journals being used in the classroom. "Children will
write in journals, if that is the assignment, but their writing takes on new
dimensions when they are offered opportunities to engage in authentic
dialogue" (Hannon, 1999, p. 200). In Hannon's study, students were eager for
teacher feedback and were competing for a moment of one-on-one time with
the teacher. For the duration of the school year, her students continued to
write eagerly in their journals, and they even asked to continue writing, when
journaling was not on the day's agenda. Hannon believes that dialogue
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between student and teacher added a new dimension and purpose for those
students ready to embrace it. Her students' enthusiasm to write in their
journals was heightened due to teacher/student dialogue.

Summary
This chapter provided a review of literature of reading readiness,
emergent writing, and invented spelling in a kindergarten classroom. The
literature indicates that through participation in writing, students become
eager to continue the practice on their own. By writing injoumals daily, these
students obtain the skills necessary to begin reading. As the research proves,
writing and reading are interrelated. The kindergarten school year is devoted
to introducing students to letters, text, rules of the English language, and to
encourage them to become writers and readers at a young age. Studies have
shown that students who practice writing become more willing to write and to
enjoy writing. For kindergarteners, the research strongly suggests it is not too
early to start writing. Students produce what they can through drawing and
rudimentary words and they continue to expand their knowledge base with
their teacher's assistance.
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Chapter Three
Methodology
Introduction

This study focused on how journal writing in a kindergarten classroom
impacted the reading readiness of those students. Two kindergarten
classrooms participated in this study. One classroom, Classroom A,
participated in daily journal writing from the first day of school in August
2010 through December 2010. The other kindergarten classroom, Classroom
B, participated in journal writing one to two times a week for the same time
period. When Classroom B was not writing, they were doing art projects or
the Language Arts curriculum for the day. Both classes were observed during
journal writing time by the researcher. Writing time was from 9:00AM9:45AM.
Assessments given to the participants included letter identification and
letter-sound recognition. Both of these assessments were pre- and post-study.
Pre-assessments occurred during the first week of school for Classroom A and
the second week of school for Classroom B. Post-assessments were
conducted on December 1, 20 I 0 for both classrooms. This chapter will
provide an overview of the methodology, participants, setting, describe the
procedures used to conduct the study, and discuss how data from the study
was analyzed.
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Design

This is a mixed design study. Qualitative data of this study included
observations of student journal entries. To analyze the qualitative data, the
researcher used coding, looking for any repeated patterns in the data.
Quantitative data included a pre- and post-assessment ofletter
identification and letter-sound recognition for each child in this study. Both
letter identification and letter-sound recognition assessments were performed
in August 2010 and December 2010. Each kindergarten participant was
assessed twice during the duration of the study. To analyze the quantitative
data from the letter identification and sound recognition pre- and postassessments, the researcher used descriptive statistics and represented them in
the form of graphs and charts which are shown later in this study.
Setting
District. Research for this study was conducted in two kindergarten

classrooms located in a middle class neighborhood of a small urban school
district in Southern California. The socioeconomic makeup of the community
is made up of 59% professional, 31 % semi-professional, and 10% unskilled
workers. The school used in this study is a charter school with grades
kindergarten through eight. The ethnic makeup of the student population in
this school is approximately 3% African-American, 6% Pacific/Asian, 18%
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Hispanic, and 73% Anglo-American. Out of 495 children enrolled there are
21 students classified as English Language Learners. The school does not
have a "free or reduced fee" lunch plan indicating they do not come from lowincome homes. There are currently 19 teachers at the school teaching
kindergarten through eighth grade. There are two teachers for each grade
kindergarten through sixth, four middle school teachers, and one physical
education teacher. A librarian, music teacher, and art teacher work at the
school part-time.
Participants

Participants of this study were 20 randomly selected kindergarteners
ranging in age from four to five years old during the time of study. This
study sample used five boys and five girls from both Classroom A and
Classroom B; a total of 10 girls and 10 boys in the sample. The researcher is
the teacher for Classroom A and gave the pre- and post-assessments to all 20
kindergarten participants in this study. Out of the 20 participants, one student
is African-American, three students are Pacific/Asian, five students are
Hispanic, and 11 students are Anglo-American. The teacher in Classroom A
is Anglo-American, and the teacher in Classroom B is Pacific/Asian. Both
assistants are Anglo-American. The following chart is a breakdown of the 20
participants' ethnicities.
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Ethnicities of Participants

III African American
• Pacific/Asian
o Hispanic
o Anglo-American

Classroom A. The population of Classroom A is predominately white,

middle class students. The primary language spoken by all of the children is
English. The children in this classroom are kindergarteners ranging in age
from four to five years old. There are a total of 22 students in Classroom A:
11 boys and 11 girls. The teacher began her fifth year of teaching
kindergarten this school year. This classroom also has a full-time credentialed
assistant, who has worked in elementary for five years. As previously stated,
the study participants include five boys and five girls from Classroom A,
chosen at random.
Classroom B. The population of Classroom B is predominately white,

middle class students. The primary language spoken by all of the children is
English. The children in this classroom are kindergarteners ranging in age
from four to five years old. There are 22 students in the class: 11 boys and 11
girls. The teacher has taught elementary for six years, going on her fifth year
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of teaching kindergarten. The classroom has a full-time assistant who is also
the school nurse. She has taught kindergarten for 7 years and has been an
assistant in a kindergarten classroom for the past 5 years. As previously
stated, the study participants include five boys and five girls from Classroom
B, chosen at random.

Materials
The researcher created the letter identification and letter sound
recognition assessments, attached as Appendix A and Appendix B. The
researcher pre-assessed all 20 participants, in both Classroom A and
Classroom B, one-on-one during the first 2 weeks of school in August 2010.
Post-assessments were conducted on December 1,2010. This study occurred
during the first semester of a kindergarten class. These assessments were used
to determine a participant's knowledge ofletter identification and sound
recognition.
During these one-on-one assessments, the researcher observed and
reported each student's letter identification and letter-sound recognition skills.
Students were shown flash cards with one letter on each card then answered
orally as the teacher recorded their responses. The researcher observed daily
journal entries and took specific notes during writing time on student progress.
J oumal entries were analyzed for growth during this study.
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Procedure and Timeline

Classroom A began this study by writing in a journal every day
beginning on the first day of school, August 9, 2010. Classroom B began
writing in ajoumal once a week at the start of the school year. Following a
mini-lesson, which included think-alouds and modeled writing, students were
given a specific writing prompt each day. Appendix C details the writing
prompts for Classroom A. Students were then introduced to their daily
writingjoumals and were directed to write about a topic provided by the
teacher. The teacher wrote the date on the board and encouraged students to
copy the date from the whiteboard and transcribe it into their journal. If
students were unable to successfully write down the date, the teacher wrote it
on their journal page for that day. The teacher continued to write the date
until the student did it legibly on his or her own. Classroom A wrote in their
writing journals during the designated morning writing time daily for the
duration of the semester.
Writing Time. School commenced at 8:00AM and the first item of the

agenda was homogeneous reading groups from 8:00AM-9:00AM. Writing
time followed reading groups at 9:00AM-9:45AM. For the first 15 minutes,
students gathered on the carpet area. The teacher started writing time by
reading the morning message she wrote to her students. See Appendix E for
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an example of a morning message. Then the teacher told the students what
their writing topic would be for the day. See Appendix C and D for a list of
daily and weekly writing prompts, respectively. The teacher did a think-aloud
about her sentence for the topic and encouraged the students to help her write
it. The teacher said a sentence aloud and had the students repeat it and count
the words as she said the sentence. The teacher sounded out the letters in the
words, while the students told the teacher what they heard and which letter to
write. The teacher continuously counted the words in her sentence and letters
in words, emphasizing the use of a capital letter at the beginning, a period at
the end, and spaces between the words. Once the teacher was done with her
writing, she excused the students to their desks to write in their journals.
Sentence starters were written on the board to use as a guide. See Appendix C
and D for writing prompts/sentence starters. The last 5-10 minutes of writing
time was devoted to a Writing Celebration. During this time, five students
were randomly chosen to share their writing and illustration with the class.

Month one. August 2010. Each kindergartener received and returned
a consent form for this study. During the first week of school beginning
August 9,2010, the 10 participants in Classroom A were assessed using the
letter identification and sound recognition assessments, and each started to
write in their journal daily. During the second week of school, the
participants in Classroom B were assessed using the letter identification and
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sound recognition assessments, and each started to write in their journal once
or twice a week. These assessments determined how many letters each child
could identify and how many letter sounds they recognized. Classroom A
wrote in their journals daily, while Classroom B wrote in their journals one to
two times each week.
Month two-four. September 201O-November 2010. Classroom A

wrote in their journals daily during the writing time, using writing prompts
that the teacher gave, see Appendix C. Classroom B wrote in their journals
one to two times a week using writing prompts that the teacher gave, see
Appendix D. Both classrooms were allowed time to illustrate their written
journal entries. Illustrations could be completed before or after the student
wrote. Students' drawing before they wrote was a form of prewriting.
Prewriting aides a writer to help think about what they are going to write
about before they write. Students in both classrooms wrote as much as they
wanted. There was no limit on writing per day. The minimum was one
sentence.
Month five. December 20 I O. As the semester winds down, Classroom

A had consistently conducted daily journal writing using a writing prompt
from the teacher. Classroom B wrote in their journals once or twice a week
using a writing prompt that the teacher gave. Both classrooms followed the
same procedures in terms of writing as described in months two through four.
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Final assessments of the 20 participants from both Classroom A and
Classroom B were completed on December I, 2010, using the letter
identification and sound recognition assessments.

Analysis ofData
Data compiled during this study were observations of daily journal
writing and assessments of both letter identification and sound recognition.
Qualitative data included student writing samples and observations of daily
journal writing from each kindergartener, using coding to find patterns within
the data collected. The teacher/researcher observed the daily journal entries
by walking around the classroom, asking questions while students were
writing, conferencing with students, and continuously taking specific notes
regarding each participant's progress.
For the quantitative data of this study, descriptive statistics were used
to analyze the pre- and post-assessments of each student's knowledge of letter
identification and letter-sound recognition. Letter identification and lettersound recognition assessments conducted are included in Appendix A and
Appendix B. The letter identification and sound recognition assessments were
performed in August 2010, for the pre-assessment, and again in December
2010, for the fmal or post-assessment. Pre- and post-data in each classroom
were compared for growth in reading readiness skills. Graphs and charts will
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show the students results in both classrooms from August 2010 to December
2010.
Summary

The study took place in a small urban school district in Southern
California with the population of both kindergarten classes consisting of
predominantly white, middle class students. This chapter focused on the
methodology behind the study. The data collection was both quantitative and
qualitative, making it a mixed study. To gather data, the researcher assessed
the 20 participants using the letter identification form and the letter-sound
recognition form. The researcher also observed daily journal writing in
Classroom A and once to twice weekly journal writing in Classroom B. The
researcher looked for patterns within writing observations and utilized
descriptive statistics to help transcribe the two assessments used for this
particular study. Both of these analyses will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter Four.
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Chapter Four
Data Collection
This study focused on daily journal writing in a kindergarten
classroom to determine if students who wrote in a journal daily obtained
reading readiness skills required for reading and writing faster than
kindergarten students who wrote once or twice a week in a journal. The
following questions were examined regarding how journal writing in a
kindergarten classroom affected the reading readiness of those students .
•:. Will students retain letter identification, letter sound knowledge, and
simple concepts about print earlier in the school year through daily
journal writing?
.:. Are daily journal entries beneficial to students preparing to read and
write?
Data was collected through monitoring of daily journal entries, writing
samples, and pre- and post-assessments of letter identification and letter-sound
recognition. The following chart shows the pre-assessment results, taken
during the first two weeks of school in August 20 I 0, for letter identification
amongst all 20 participants.
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Letter Identification Chart - August 2010
Student
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33%
81%
65%
63%
93%
11%
50%
52%
98%
48%

39
35
51
50
26
5
34
14
48
54
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54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
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72%
65%
94%
93%
48%
9%
63%
26%
88%
100%

*Due to a vanety ofpnnt encountered by kindergarten student's druly, 2 font types of
the lowercase letters a and g were given, making the possible score used for this
assessment 54.

The above pre-assessment scores were taken during the first and
second week of school, August 2010. For this study, the 10 students in
Classroom A participated in daily journal writing from the first day of school.
On average, Classroom A identified 59.4% of the 54 letters during the preassessment. The 10 students in Classroom B participated in journal writing
once or twice a week from the first day of school. On average, Classroom B
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identified 65.8% of the 54 letters during the pre-assessment. These scores
prove that Classroom B, on average, could identify significantly more letters
than Classroom A at the beginning of kindergarten.
Classroom A participated in daily journal writing. Classroom B wrote
in their journals once or twice a week. Journal writing took place for 45
minutes each day from 9:00AM-9:45AM. From the first day of kindergarten,
August 9, 2010, in these two classrooms, the teachers modeled reading and
writing as an expected yet exciting activity. The teachers encouraged the
students to express their feelings and ideas about a specific topic on paper.
Each student used journal writing time as a means to demonstrate their
knowledge of the writing process. Writing provided the students with
freedom to explore the writing process and take personal ownership of their
learning and experiences. The teachers from both classes started writing time
with a mini-lesson in which they modeled writing on chart paper. During
these mini-lessons, the teachers demonstrated a think-aloud each time they
wrote.
The following chart represents the sounds recognized by both
kindergarten classrooms in August 2010. During the pre-assessment, students
were asked to look at only lower case letters and recognize the sound that each
specific letter makes. Since lowercase letters are the text the students are
more surrounded by at this age, the researcher chose to assess letters sounds
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using only lowercase letters. Taking into consideration that vowels make two
sounds, if either sound was given during the assessment, the child was given
credit for knowing the sound of that letter.
Letter-Sound Recognition Chart - August 2010
Student
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1
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8
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8%
88%
50%
31%
88%
0%
4%
19%
96%
8%

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

14
23
23
21
13
1
5
3
13
23

26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

54%
88%
88%
81%
50%
4%
19%
12%
50%
88%

"'Lower case letters were only shown during this assessment. Students gave the
sound of the letter that was shown, one letter at a time.

Pre-assessments showed that ultimately Classroom B identified more
letters and recognized more sounds than Classroom A. The following graph
showed a side-by-side comparison of both Classroom A and Classroom B in
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August 2010. This graph shows a percentage average of letters identified and
sounds recognized in both classrooms. A higher percentage of students in
Classroom B began the study identifying more letters and recognizing more
sounds than the students in Classroom A. Classroom A was assessed during
the first week of school, while Classroom B was assessed during the second
week of school. On average, Classroom A identified 59.4% of the letters in
the alphabet, while Classroom B identified 65.8%. For recognizing sounds,
Classroom A recognized 39.2% of the sounds in the alphabet on average,
while Classroom B recognized 53.4%.
The students in the study were numbered randomly. The researcher
chose three participants from each class based on their ranking in the class:
one high, one medium, and one low, to focus on during data analysis. The
first three students were from Classroom A and journal entries were all from
August 2010.
Data Presentation & Analysis
Beginning of Study Writing Samples
Modeled writing for the beginning of this study focused specifically on
concepts of print. The teachers introduced students to words and sounds.
Teacher modeling emphasized beginning every sentence with a capital letter,
using spacing between words, sounding out letters to make words, and ending
a sentence with a period.
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Classroom A.
Student F. At 11 % correct, student F identified six out of 54 letters in
the pre-assessment. StudentF did not recognize any letter sounds. Student F
was categorized as "low" for this study. In student F's early journal entries,
he showed a lack of writing conventions such as spacing and capitalization.
Basic concepts about print were not present in student F's writing. He
demonstrated knowledge of capitalization and punctuation, but did not
represent proper spacing. Since he did not know any letter sounds two weeks
after school started, he was not able to identify the beginning and ending
sound in his second word. He did show, however, that he knew that the
beginning and ending sound of the word kick were the same sound. He
represented both sounds with the same marking.
Student F
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Student G. At 50% correct, student G knew 27 out of 54 letters.
Student G recognized one letter sound. As an English Language Learner,
student G's sole language spoken at home is Spanish. Since English was his
second acquired language, this is a plausible reason for his lower letter
recognition among his classmates. Student G was categorized as "medium"
for this study. Student G's journal entry for the ftrst part of August 2010
consisted of random letters. Near the end of August 201, he demonstrated a
use of punctuation and sight words such as "I", "we", and "can", but lacked
conventions such as spacing and phonetic spelling. With the help of a teacher,
student G was able to sound out words and identify only the beginning sound
after one month of the school year.
Student G
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In a journal entry on August 20, 20 I 0, Student G demonstrated
knowledge of capitalization, spacing, and punctuation. After reading his
journal entry to the teacher, she worked with him to slowly sound out the
letters in the second word he "wrote" and they worked together to spell the
word run.

Student I Student I was categorized as "high" for this study. He
identified 53 of 56 possible letters, with 98% correct. He knew all but one
sound, with a 96% accuracy, in just the first week of kindergarten. In a
journal entry on August 18,2010, Student I's writing lacked in conventions
such as capitalization and spacing. His writing demonstrated he identified and
wrote the beginning and ending sound of the word bolt.
Student I
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Classroom B
The next three students were from Classroom B and journal entries
were all from August 2010.

Student P. Student P identified five letters out of 54, and one letter
sound. Student P was categorized as "low" for this study. The journal entries
for August 201 were mainly drawings and scribbles. Only one sight word,
"I", was present in only two journal entries until mid-September 2010. From
the end of August 2010 through October 2010, less than a handful of Student
P's journal entries showed his knowledge of capitalization, punctuation, and
spacing. After copying the sentence prompt from the board and writing a
"word" of his choice, Student P could not read back neither what he copied
nor what he wrote.
Student P
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Student 0. At 48% accuracy of letters identified, Student 0 identified

26 out of 54 letters. She had 50% accuracy knowing exactly half of the
alphabet sounds. Student 0 was categorized as "medium" for this study.
Capitalization, spacing, and punctuation conventions were present in a journal
entry on August 26, 2010. At the time of this journal entry, the kindergarten
students were introduced to, and were expected to practice daily, the first sight
word list consisting of 12 words. Sight words were spelled correctly and she
was able to read back her journal entry pointing to each word. Student O's
early writing improved as journal entries increased.

Student 0
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Student N Student N identified 50 out of 54 letters, starting the year
with 93% accuracy. At 81 %, Student N recognized 21 out of 26 sounds.
Student N was categorized as "high" for this study. She showed a lack in
writing conventions such as spacing and capitalization in an August 17, 2010
journal entry. When reading her journal entry back, Student N showed that
she identified the beginning sound in her second word and it was
demonstrated in her writing. She also knew to start her sentence with a capital
letter and end the sentence with a period.
StudentN

The following graph depicts the percentage average of both Classroom
A and Classroom B at the beginning of the study. The results were from preassessments given to all 20 participants in both classrooms in August 2010.
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The graph clearly shows that a higher percentage of students in Classroom 8
began the study being able to identify more letters and recognize more sounds
than the students in Classroom A. On average, Classroom A identified 59.4%
of the letters in the alphabet, while Classroom B identified 65.8 %. For
recognizing sounds, Classroom A recognized 39.2% of the sounds in the
alphabet on average, while Classroom B recognized 53.4%.

Percentage Average of August 2010
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End of Study Writing Samples

The following chart represents the letters identified by both
kindergarten classrooms in December 2010. The post-assessment followed
the same procedures as the pre-assessment.
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Letter Identification Chart - December 20 I 0
Student
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At the end of the study, Classroom A identified more letters than
Classroom B. 98.2% was the average of letters identified for Classroom A,
while Classroom B' s average was 93.7%. The chart below is evidence that
Classroom A recognized more sounds than Classroom B as well. 96.4% was
the average for sounds recognized for Classroom A, while Classroom B' s
average was 90.6%.
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Letter-Sound Recognition Chart - December 20 I 0
Student
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Post-assessments showed that Classroom A identified more letters and
recognized more sounds than Classroom B at the end of the study. The
knowledge of more letter sounds showed through in Classroom A's writing
samples. Because Classroom A began with lower percentages, those students
experienced more growth.
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Classroom A
The first three students were all from Classroom A and journal entries
were all from late November 2010 or early December.
Student F. In four short months, just one semester, Student F's writing

improved drastically. In August 2010, Student F identified six out of 54 letters
and recognized zero sounds. In December 2010, he identified each and every
letter and sound. In a November 6,2010 journal entry, Student F's writing
was evidence to this progression. He clearly demonstrated his improved
knowledge of concepts of print, capitalization, invented spelling, spacing, and
punctuation. The word because was introduced to the class in week eleven
through a song to help students memorize how to spell it, and was required to
be part of the students' writing. He used the word because and spelled it
correctly in all of his journal entries after week 13. Sight words were spelled
correctly and the correct verb tense was also used.
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Student F

Student G. In August 2010, Student G identified 27 out of 541etters
and recognized one sound. By December 2010, he identified 53 letters and
recognized 23 sounds. In the teacher's opinion, student G is a perfectionist. It
took him several minutes longer to complete tasks in class and he was always
adamant about finishing his drawing for his journal entry. His drawings
always matched his sentence. One of Student G's favorite things was his
Chihuahua that he talked about at least once a week. He wrote about
Chihuahuas in his November 26, 20 I 0 journal entry. Although the word
Chihuahua was misspelled, his invented spelling allowed him to reread the
word back to me. After reading his journal entry, Student G described his
picture and wanted the reader to know that his picture was that of his
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Chihuahua. He further articulated that he likes all Chihuahuas, not just his
own, and that is why he wrote the word they in his sentence. Sight words and
commonly used words in our class (such asfavorite and cute) were spelled
correctly in this journal entry.
Student G

Student L At the beginning of this study, Student I identified 53 out of
54 letters and recognized 25 of the letter sounds. His journal entry for
December 6, 20 I 0, showed that he is a good writer and understands all
conventions of writing, including spacing, capitalization, invented writing,
and punctuation. He spelled sight words correctly and his sentence made
sense. He clearly grasped the concept of writing and is on his journey to
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become a more developed writer. By the end of this study, Student I
possessed mastery of the alphabet by identifying all letter names and
recognizing all letter sounds.
Student I

The following graph represents Classroom A's growth over the
duration of the study, by percentage average. In August 2010, Classroom A
identified 59.4% ofletters and by December 2010 identified 98.2%.
Classroom A increased their letter identification percentage by 38.8%. With
an increase in the percentage of sounds recognized by 57.2%, Classroom A
recognized 39.2% of sounds in August 2010 and 96.4% by December 2010.
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Classroom B.
The next three students were from Classroom B and journal entries
were from late November 2010 or early December 2010.

Student P. Student P, a Classroom B participant, was the "lowest"
student overall from both classrooms, throughout the entire study. In August
2010, he identified five out of 54 letters and recognized one out of 26 sounds.
He slowly identified more letters and recognized more sounds as the study
progressed, but never achieved over a 60% accuracy of letter names and
sounds. By December 2010, Student P identified 32 out of 54 letters and
recognized 11 out of 26 sounds. He was able to copy the sentence starter from
the whiteboard to his journal and could read it back, but he did not
successfully complete the rest of the sentence by utilizing inventive spelling
since he knew so few sounds. He copied "This weekend I. .. " and read it back
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to the teacher. Then he said in one word, as he slid his finger over the words
only one time, "played with my brother's Backagon." The teacher slowed
down his words and wrote the words using spacing. In this journal entry on
December 8, 2010, he showed that he identified and could write the beginning
sound of each of his words. The ending sounds were non-existent in his
writing.
Student P

Student 0. Student 0, since the first August 2010 writing sample,
showed knowledge of spacing, capitalization, and punctuation. In one of her
later writing samples on December 3,2010, she demonstrated she could write
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two sentences linking one topic. Student 0 identified 26 out of 54 letters and
recognized half of the sounds of the alphabet at the start of the study in
August 2010. By December 2010, Student 0 identified 51 letters and
recognized 25 sounds.
Student 0

Student N Student N's writing was the most improved in this study.
In August, she identified and recognized all but five letters. By December,
she identified 51 letters and recognized 50 sounds. Although she did not
obtain full mastery of letter names and sounds during this study, she was able
to begin her journey as a writer. In her August 2010 writing sample, there
was a lack of spacing, capitalization, and invented spelling. By December
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20 I 0, she had quickly grasped concepts of print and was able to demonstrate
writing conventions such as spacing, capitalization, punctuation, and writing
two coherent sentences about one topic.
Student N

The following graph represents Classroom B's growth over the
duration of the study, by percentage average. In August 2010, Classroom B
identified 65.8% of letters and by December 2010 identified 93.7%.
Classroom B increased their letter identification percentage by 27.9%.
Increasing their percentage of sounds recognized by 37.2%, Classroom B
recognized 53.4% of sounds in August 2010 and 90.6% by December 2010.
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Data Analysis

The following graph depicts the percentage average of both Classroom
A and Classroom B at the end of the study in December 2010. The results
were from post-assessments given to all 20 participants. At the beginning of
the study, Classroom B identified more letters and recognized more sounds
than Classroom A. The graph shows a growth of letters identified and sounds
recognized in both classrooms. A higher percentage of students in Classroom
A ended the study identifying more letters and recognizing more sounds than
the students in Classroom B. On average, Classroom A identified 98.2% of
the letters in the alphabet, while Classroom B identified 93.7%. For
recognizing sounds, Classroom A recognized 96.4% of the sounds in the
alphabet on average, while Classroom B recognized 90.6%. The students in
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both classrooms progressed throughout the study and the students in
Classroom A slowly started closing the gap between the two classrooms.
Percentage Average for December 20 I 0
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Summary
As I began this study, I was interested to see the impact daily journal
writing would have on the student's letter and sound knowledge. As I
analyzed the research and reviewed journal entries, I gained a clearer
understanding of how student's letter knowledge and reading ability would
benefit from daily writing. Through daily writing, children learned that the
words they encounter when reading are the same ones they use in their own
writing and speech. A child can read without ever having written, but a child
cannot write for meaning without ever having read. A successful writer rereads and edits their writing. Without being able to identify letter sounds and
read one's writing, the writing will never be its best.
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The evidence of this research clearly demonstrates that daily writing in
a kindergarten classroom, benefited a student's awareness of concepts of print,
and assisted them to identify letters and recognize sounds earlier in the school
year, in stark comparison to students who wrote in their journals only one or
two times a week. By the end of the study, Classroom A identified 4.5% more
letters and recognized 5.8% more sounds than Classroom B. The students in
Classroom A on average started at a lower average percentage than Classroom
B and so made great gains as well.
The results of this study indicate that the kindergarten students who
wrote every day in their journals demonstrated an understanding of concepts
of print and grasped more letter names and sounds earlier in the school year
than kindergarten students who wrote once or twice a week.
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Chapter Five
Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to examine if daily writing impacted the
reading readiness of kindergarten students. Will kindergarten students, who
write in ajoumal daily, retain letter names and letter sounds earlier in the
school year than kindergarten students who wrote one to two times a week in
ajournal? As a result of the qualitative and quantitative data presented, this
study supports evidence of the positive effect daily writing has on beginning
readers and writers.
The teacher/researcher included modeled writing, think-alouds, and
emphasized concepts of print during each mini-lesson at the beginning of
writing time. When students were selected to share their writing and
illustration during Writing Celebration at the end of writing time, the joy on
their face was evidence of their enthusiasm for writing. Students were eager
to share their writing with their classmates. This time gave them a sense of
ownership and self-accomplishment. On occasion, students even discussed
their writing during recess, recalling topics shared during Writing Celebration.
Although the students knew only five randomly selected students were
allowed to share each day, about five more asked if they could share every
single day. One Friday a month, I let every child in Classroom A share their
writing with the class. Their excitement equaled the days when they earned
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popcorn and movie party for filling up their marble jar. These Fridays were
always special to the students and the several parents commented on their
excitement for writing when I met with them for parent conferences in
October 2010. Most parents could not believe the pace of development in
reading and writing and they were surprised to see that their child truly
enjoyed reading and writing. For children, if an activity is enjoyable, it
becomes a hobby rather than a chore. Fortunately, both Classroom A and
Classroom B developed a love for writing and picked up a new hobby that
they will hopefully carry throughout their lives.
Attitude

Through modeled writing, through teacher excitement, and daily
writing, students were more engaged in their writing and showed
disappointment if writing time was skipped one day, as happened during the
course of normal school safety procedures. In this study I was not only the
researcher, I was also the classroom teacher for Classroom A. One day in
early November 2010, the whole school performed a practice fire drill during
writing time. This drill took up the entire time devoted to writing; therefore
writing could not be completed that day in Classroom A. Several of the
students expressed great disappointment with this and the question asked
throughout the entirety of the day was, "When are we going to write in our
journals?" Three students extended their normal homework of the night,
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which consisted of one language arts worksheet, and wrote three sentences
about a topic of their choice. I asked each child individually why they wrote
sentences in addition to their homework, and their collective response was,
"We didn't get to write in our journals in class, so I wrote at home." From
this day on, writing was a part of our daily routine regardless of any
interruptions that occurred. If writing could not be completed during the
designated writing time, it was included into another part of the school day.
This consistency proved to the kindergarteners that writing was important to
me as a teacher and a writer, and that it was a respected hobby for them to
individually and collectively embrace.
[ noticed that behavior management was minimal during writing time.
In both Classroom A and Classroom B, when students were expected to work
at their desks and complete their work, they were "in the zone." This requires
the students to focus on the task at hand and not disrupt each other. I rarely
had to remind students to be "in the zone" because they were all so dedicated
to their individual journal entry. After writing, I selected five students at
random for Writing Celebration each day and they all wanted to share their
own writing every day.
Writing Celebration gave students great ownership of their writing and
their learning. Complete attention was devoted to the child who was sharing
their writing and illustrations. In the Writing Celebration, students developed

-
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a non-judgmental acceptance of each individual as we shared writing and an
interest in each other's topics. I observed that not only were the students
working hard themselves, they were recognizing the hard work of others.

Study Findings
The results of this study indicate that the kindergarten students who
wrote every day in a journal identified more letter names and recognized more
letter sounds than kindergarten students who wrote in a journal one to two
times a week. These students also developed an understanding of concepts of
print earlier in the school year.
At the beginning of the study in August 2010, the students in
Classroom A identified 59.4% ofletters and recognized 39.2% of sounds. By
the end of the study in December 2010, these students identified 98.2% of
letters and recognized 96.4% of sounds. In just four short months, the letters
they identified grew by 38.8% and the sounds they recognized grew by
57.2%. In August 2010, the students in Classroom B identified 65.8% of
letters and recognized 53.4% of sounds. By December 2010, these students
identified 93.7% ofletters and recognized 90.6% sounds. In four months,
these students identified 27.9% more letters and recognized 37.2% more
sounds. By the end of the study in December 20 I 0, the classroom that wrote
every day, Classroom A, knew more letters and sounds. Their writing, in turn,
demonstrated more invented spelling, concepts of print and excitement.
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The student's use of invented spelling was a crucial part of this study.
It is an important aspect of developing writers. I encouraged the students to

write down the sounds they heard in the words they wanted to write. I
discouraged my assistant and parent volunteers to help them spell a word
correctly in their journal, but ask them to simply aid students as they sounded
out the word. If students are told how to spell a word, it will take them a
longer time to learn how to sound it out on their own. Clarke (1983) found
that students benefited from using invented spelling compared to having the
teacher provide correct spellings in writing. This was meant to create
independent writers who can take risks and have confidence in their writing.
When students use invented spelling, this encourages them to think actively
about letter-sound relations. Identifying letters and recognizing sounds was
focused on in this study to help students become writers. Providing children
with regular opportunities to express themselves on paper, without feeling too
constrained to use correct spelling, helps children to understand that writing
has real purpose (Graves 1983). I believe, as do many researchers, that when
students master i4entifying letters and recognizing sounds, they are able to
proceed in the writing process and start writing words.
Limitations

Minimizing any factors that might restrict the learning environment
during this study was a goal of the researcher. However, being in a classroom
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setting with students who were in a contained classroom for the first four
months of their education, this was not always possible. These factors
produced some limitations to the study.
One limitation to this study was that the researcher was the classroom
teacher in Classroom A. I spent everyday with student sample and one or two
days a week with Classroom B observing the modeled writing of the teacher
and students writing in their journals. The rapport developed with the
students in Classroom A was more profound than with the students in
Classroom B. The researcher/teacher could have unknowingly influenced the
results in Classroom A. By contrast, the teacher/researcher from Classroom A
could not be in Classroom B for a great deal of time and therefore could not
see other factors that might have contributed, or not contributed to, students
gaining letter and sound knowledge.
All pre-assessments were given by the researcher. The researcher was
the teacher for Classroom A allowing her to pre-assess all 22 of her students
in Classroom A during the first week of school, selecting 10 (5 boys and 5
girls) at random to participate in the study. Since the researcher could not be
in two places at once, she then assessed all 22 students in Classroom B during
the second week of school, selecting another 10 (5 boys and 5 girls) at random
to participate in the study. Due to the week difference in pre-assessment,
Classroom B might have had more time to identify letters names and
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recognize more sounds. The results of the pre-assessment show that
Classroom B identified more letter names and sounds than Classroom A. That
one week difference in testing may have played a factor in why Classroom B
identified more letter names and sounds. The kindergarteners, who entered
the school in this study, were all pre-assessed by the kindergarten teachers in
April 20 I 0 before the fall they entered kindergarten. Then the teachers
divided up the classes equally depending on gender and high, medium, or low
level. The classrooms were divided up equally at the beginning of the school
year.
Attendance could have affected the results of the participants in
Classroom A since they were required to write daily. If a student in either
classroom was absent, a make up writing assignment was not given, therefore,
the student "skipped" a day of modeled writing and writing in their journal.
Also, the study only consisted of four months of a school year, which is a
short amount of time for a study. If the study consisted of a full school year,
attendance mayor may not affect the results.
The school where this study took place was considered to be in a high
socio-economic area. There was not a "free or reduced lunch" program at this
school, a known indication of family income. Although this school was
public, parents were required to purchase specific classroom materials for
their children each year. Uniforms were also required.
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Classroom volunteers are an integral component of this school. Not
every school is fortunate to have parent volunteers. Since parent volunteers
were in the classroom and working with students during writing time,
volunteers could have, not knowingly, influenced the results for both
Classroom A and Classroom B. Essentially, these volunteers gave the
students 3 adults or "teachers" to help them along their writing journey. In the
kindergarten through third grade classrooms, parents were invited to volunteer
for reading groups. Both kindergarten classrooms had one parent volunteer in
the morning for reading groups and writing time. Parental involvement in the
classroom as well as at home was high. Homework was expected to be
completed each night to reinforce daily objectives in all grades.
Although there was a total of 44 kindergarteners at this school, the
sample size for this study was 20 students. If I were to conduct this study
again, I would choose to have all 44 kindergarteners participate as subjects,
increasing the sample size. Using a larger sample size might give a fuller
picture. One student, in Classroom B, knew very few letters and sounds at the
end of the study, making the average percentage lower for the whole class. It
is also difficult to determine how much of the growth would have occurred in
these children without the writing intervention. The fIrst year of school is a
time of tremendous growth and all the children could have gained letter and
sound knowledge without writing or even without reading.
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Future Research

When considering further research, the teacher should be the same in
both classes during writing time or a researcher who is not the teacher could
observe both classrooms. No two teachers teach the same. I knew how I
perfonned my mini-lessons and what I did on a consistent basis. I was not
there every time to observe the teacher in Classroom B during her writing
time. The same steps were included in both classes, but not in the exact way.
This could alter results. The researcher should observe the same teacher in
both classes teaching writing. This would affect the sample set and all
participants would see the same model.
This study looked at the growth of letters identified and sounds
recognized as a whole per classroom. For further research, each child's
individual results might give the researcher a better sense of how or why
specific students are retaining infonnation and why others might not be. By
following each student individually, the teacher/researcher would be able to
give that child one-on-one time to practice concepts of print. This would
require substantial resources.
Many components and teaching strategies affect children's writing.
The researcher attempted to create a study in which the data proved that daily
writing is important and crucial in a successful learning environment. Daily
writing, along with modeled writing, is just one of the many methods a
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teacher can use to assist emergent writers. This study has demonstrated the
effectiveness of the use of daily writing in a kindergarten classroom to
increase a student's awareness of concepts of print and letter names and
sounds. When students write everyday, they in turn develop an understanding
for the writing process and are able to start reading due to their knowledge of
concepts of print and letters sounds.
In addition, it would be good to know how the students did at end of
their kindergarten year. Were all students in the study masters of identifying
letters and recognizing sounds by the time they entered first grade? How did
daily writing truly assist these writers in retaining more letter names and
sounds? What if modeled writing was not a part of the writing time? How
much did each teacher's modeled writing lessons playa part in their students'
academic development? How does the integration of reading and writing
taught together contribute to reading readiness? How much reading and
writing occurred at home either before entering kindergarten or while the
study took place? Data was not collected on what was happening outside the
classroom and this certainly could have contributed to the results.
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Conclusion
The researcher conducted this study because of her passion for reading
and writing and belief that they are interrelated; you need one to succeed in
the other. The intent of this study is to infonn educators of the importance of
daily writing. As evidence in this study, students participating in daily writing
are quicker to retain letter names and recognize sounds in the school year than
students who wrote one to two times a week. Modeled writing and daily
journal writing were a successful team in this study. Concepts of print and the
repetition of writing rules were witnessed in modeled writing. Daily writing
was an outlet for children to write about their thoughts and ideas about a
specific topic. Their illustrations supported their writing.
In this study, there is much evidence to show that students who wrote
everyday in their journals gained more letter sound knowledge than students
who wrote in their journal one to two times a week.
I hope this study proves to all teachers the value, regardless of grade
and/or subject, of including writing in their classrooms daily. It is never too
early.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
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Concepts of Print. Concepts of print involve understanding the
difference between words and letters, punctuation, and directionality.
Concepts about print facilitate reading comprehension and vocabulary
acquisition. (http://www.education.com!definition!concepts-about-print)

Free write. Students are free to select their own topic of what they
would like to write about in their daily journals. In other words, a free write is
automatic writing done in a classroom setting.

Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA). The Developmental
Reading Assessment (ORA) is a series of leveled books and recording sheets
designed to allow teachers to determine students' reading accuracy, fluency,
and comprehension levels. ORA data are collected at the end of each grading
period (cycle) to determine student progress. Students are determined to be
near, at, or above grade level, below grade level, or significantly below grade
level based on their performance on the assessment relative to their grade
level status.

Independent Writing. Independent writing consists of students writing
independently with little or no help from a teacher. For purposes of this study,
independent writing occurred in student journals during the designated writing
time. Students would brainstorm a sentence, say the sentence aloud to
themselves, then use concepts of print and invented spelling to write their
sentence on the journal page for that day.

Interactive Writing. Interactive writing included both teacher and
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student. Also commonly known as Sharing the Pen. First, the teacher and
students think of a sentence together counting the words in the sentence.
Next, the teacher encourages the students to spell each word. Using a magnadoodle, the teacher writes down what sounds the students hear in a word.
Once the students have "spelled" the word, the teacher omits extra sounds
and/or adds any missing letters to correctly spell the word on the magnadoodle. Finally, the teacher selects a student to write the correct spelling of
the word on chart paper using a marker. Once sentence is complete, teacher
and students read the sentence together, checking for spacing, capitalization,
and punctuation.
Invented Spelling. Putting on paper what sounds a child makes when

saying the word in their head or aloud.
Journal Writing. For purposes of this study, journal writing was used

by students to house their writing everyday for the entire school year. Primary
composition paper will be used so students will have room for the illustration
of their writing.
Kindergarten. A school or class for children usually from four to six

years old. My kindergarten classroom, where the study took place, contained
one teacher, one fully credentialed assistant, and 20 kindergarteners. The
second kindergarten classroom also participating in this study, contained one
teacher, one assistant, and 20 kindergarteners. This study will consisted of 20
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kindergarten students.

Modeled Writing. For purposes of this study, modeled writing is the
writing a teacher does in front of her students on large chart paper. Students
observe the teacher as she thinks-aloud about each word in the sentence and
stretches apart sounds to write words using invented spelling.

Pre-write. Pre-writing occurs before a child actually drafts writing
about a specific topic. At the kindergarten level, pre-writing can take the form
of drawings, pictures, or scribbles, talking/dictating what is happening in the
story for the teacher to write, or approximately letters.

Prompts. The assistance of words or pictures to help ignite a child's
thoughts and imagination. These prompts will be used to help a child get an
idea of what they want to write about for one day.

Reading comprehension. The ability to provide accurate responses
regarding questions concerning written language. Reading comprehension is
dependent accurate reading ability, reasoning skills, attention and memory.

Reading readiness. The point at which a person is ready to learn to
read and the time during which a person transitions from being a non-reader
into a reader. Other terms for reading readiness include early literacy and
emergent reading. (en. wikipedia.org!wiki/Reading readiness)

Standards based curriculum. A curriculum written to address the
State Standards for a particular grade level, which has been reviewed and
adopted by the State Board of Education (California for this study).
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Appendix A

Letter-Identification Assessment
Capital
August

Lowercase
December

Q

q

W
E
R
T
Y

W

August

December

I

I

I

I

e
r
t
y
u

U

i

I
0

0

-P

P

a

A
S
D
F
G
H
J
K
L

s
d
f
g

h
j
k
I
z

Z

x

X
C
V
8
N

c
v
b
n

M

m

Total: - - /26

Total: - - /28
Total:

/54

VB

Appendix B

Sound Recognition Assessment
Lowercase letters only
August

December

q
W

e
r
t
y

u
1
0

P
q

s
d
f
g

h
J
k
I
z
x
c
V

b
n
m

Total: - - - - /26
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Appendix C
Daily Writing Promnts
18 weeks ~ Classroom A
Week One
Day 1-5

Prompt: Write name

Week Two
Day 6-10

Prompt: I

Week Three
Day 11-13
Day 14, 15

Prompt: I like
Prompt: I like to

Week Four
Day 16-18
Day 19,20

Prompt: I like my
Prompt: I can

Week Five
Day 21-23
Day 24, 25

Prompt: I see
Prompt: I see my

Week Six
Day 26-28
Day 29,30

can
Prompt: A
Prompt: My friend is

Week Seven
Day 31-33
Day 34,35

Prompt: My family is
Prompt: My teacher is

Week Eight
Day 36-40

Prompt: My favorite

Week Nine
Day 41-45

Week Ten
Day 46-50

Prompt: We like to
*2 sentences

Prompt: We like to
*2 sentences

IS

. It is

and

. It is
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Appendix C continued
Week Eleven
Day 51-55
Prompt: I like to _ _ because - - *Introduce because

Week Twelve
Day 56-60

Week Thirteen
Day 61-65

Week Fourteen
Day 66-70

Week Fifteen
Day 71-75

Week Sixteen
Day 76-80
Week Seventeen
Day 81
Day 82
Day 83
Day 84
Day 85
Week Eighteen
Day 86
Day 87
Day 88
Day 89
Day 90

Prompt: Tell me about something you see in the
classroom.
The
is/are - Prompt: Tell me about what we like to do in
kindergarten.
We like to
because - - Prompt: Tell me about your favorite toy.
The
is/are
because - - Prompt: Tell me about a friend.
because - - - - - is/are
Prompt: Tell me about your favorite food.
because ---- - is/are
Prompt: Tell me about your favorite holiday.
Prompt: Tell me about your favorite hobby.
Prompt: Tell me about your favorite sport.
Prompt: Tell me about your favorite thing to do at
home.
Prompt: Tell me about your favorite thing to do at
school.
Prompt: Describe your favorite place.
Prompt: Describe your favorite animal.
Prompt: Describe the star student of the week.
Prompt: Describe your favorite color.
Prompt: Free write- write about a topic of your choice.
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Appendix 0

Weekly Writing Prompts
18 weeks - Classroom B

Week One

Prompt: Write name

Week Two

Prompt: 1 _ __

Week Three

Prompt: I like _ __

Week Four

Prompt: I like to _ __

Week Five

Prompt: I like my _ __

Week Six

Prompt: I can _ __

Week Seven

Prompt: I see my _ __

Week Eight

Prompt: My friend is/can _ __

Week Nine

Prompt: My favorite - - IS - - -. It is --*2 sentences

Week Ten

Prompt: I like to _ _and _ __

Week Eleven

Prompt: We like to - - and - - because - - *Introduce because

Week Twelve

Tell me about something you see in the classroom.
Prompt: The
is/are _ _

Week Thirteen

Tell me about what we like to do in kindergarten.
Prompt: We like to
and
because - - -

Week Fourteen

Tell me about your favorite toy.
Prompt: The
is/are
because - - -

Week Fifteen

Tell me about a friend.
Prompt: - - - is/are - - because - - -

Week Sixteen

Tell me about your favorite food.
Prompt: The
is/are
because - - -
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Appendix D continued
Week Seventeen

Tell me about your favorite animal.
Prompt: I like
because _ __

Week Eighteen

Free write - write about a topic of your choice.

xu
Appendix E
Morning Message
Examples
Example One:
Monday, August 9, 2010
Good morning class. Welcome to the first day of kindergarten. I am
your teacher, Miss Rochon. Your other teacher is Mrs. Lang. We willieam
all about our classroom rules and where things are in the classroom. I look
forward to getting to know each and every one of you!
Miss Rochon

Example Two:
Friday, October 1,2010
Good morning class. Today is Friday. Today is also the first day of
October. What month was last month? What holiday do we celebrate this
month? We will be taking a field trip to Bates Nut Farm later this month.
What will tomorrow be?
Miss Rochon
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